
Feature

In th;~Edition of theAFp'A Journal, "!,O aspect ?f the flesh trade that effect Federal law enforcement are
examined: In the first article, the NatIonal President, Chris Payne, writes about the exploitation of East
Asian sex workers in Sydney. The second article is a speech presented by the National Secretary, Chris
Eaton and Tony Culnane from World VISionAustralia concerning paedophilia in the third world.

The Slave Traders of Sydney

On a mild autumn morning in 1992, an immigra-
tion compliance team and detectives from the
AFP's Special Crime Branch arrived at a villa unit

in Belfield, an inner western suburb of Sydney. The AFP
had information that Jessica Ongl lived there with about
twenty Thai prostitutes, most of whom were illegal immi-
grants.Tbe sheer number of suspects thought to be in the
Villa ensured that the AFP would put in an appearance on
what would otherwise have been purely an immigration
.matter.

The compliance team leader looked sceptically at the two
storey semi detached Villa unit. It seemed unlikely that it
would contain twenty people. The front door simply swung
open when he went to knock on it and the officers entered.
They encountered a rarely seen example of how 22 adults
and one child could live in a three bedroom villa.
Fortunately the occupants were asleep and the officers
were able to secure the premises before the occupants
realised what was happening. Most of them slept on foam
mattresses on the floor although Jessica and her family
had their beds in the garage. At the end of the day, nine-
teen Thai women were detained by immigration and
deported/. Thirteen of them had entered Australia on false
passports.

To encounter thirteen false passports in a single incident
seemed very unusual to the police but immigration, which
had the "lead agency" role in this instance, was adamant
that a "compliance" approach was the most appropriate.
The women were deported without being charged. Police
did interview Jessica but were unable to prove that she had
knowingly harboured illegal entrants. It was clear that here
was an organised criminal group which imported women
on false passports to work as prostitutes. The ramifications
of such a proliferation of false passports were serious and it
was equally clear that immigration compliance action was
not going to solve the problem. Thus the AFP decided to
start an investigation under the auspices of the awkwardly
named operation Papertiger Alpha Headquarters
(Papertiger)

The starting point for Papertiger lay in the fact that Jessica
had been making telephone calls to the 'i\sian Delights"
brothel. The calls were unusual in that they were all made
between 3 am and 4 am. Ad-hoc surveillance was arranged
and one of Jessica brothers was seen driving her car and

picking up women from both the Asian Delights and the
Cunningham Private Hotel (another brothel). The women
had finished work for the night and were taken to the
Downtown Serviced Apartments and to a home unit in
Campsie. Enquiries then focused on covertly identifYing the
lessee of these units (they were both eventually linked to
Jessica).

In the meantime, immigration had received information
from its own sources and searched one of the Downtown
Serviced Apartments where they found six Thai women.
There was an abundance of condoms, lubricants and sexu-
al health literature (of the kind distributed to sex workers
by sexual health outreach programs) but there were no
passports. The women were taken to the immigration office
for questioning. While they were there, both Jessica and
one of her brothers, Bok, delivered the women's passports
and airline tickets. The following day, when the women had
been transferred to the Vtllawood Immigration Detention
Centre (VIDC), Jessica collected all six airline tickets from
the women and arranged their travel. This may sound
unusual, but it was a common practice for friends of
detainees to make travel arrangements so as to expedite
their departure from Australia. This had the added advan-
tage of getting the women out of Australia before police
could question them. Unfortunately for Jessica, this would
not be the case. This time Immigration, having been briefed
on the police's interest, had notified the AFPof the search
and three of the women were recognised as being from the
original nineteen found at the Belmore Villa. In other
words, these women had entered Australia on false pass-
ports in early 1992, departed in June that year and had
returned on more false passports in August.

The search of the apartment caused the AFP plans to be
brought forward. Fortunately, by this time several other
premises of interest had been identified including the
homes of Jessica and her brothers. Search warrants were
obtained to seek evidence of a conspiracy to defeat the
Migration Act. The result of the searches was to produce a
virtual snapshot of a day in the life an immigration racket:

At the now empty apartment, police found fragments of
a passport photograph covered with Thai passport lami-
nate3, and copies of telegraphic transfer requisitions.

In the Campsie flat, police found Jessica, one of her
brothers and three more Thai women (none of whom

1 Not her real name.
2 The tenn deported is used throughout this article to denote all types of supervised departures.
3 These fragment led to the theory that the group were photo substituting at least some of the passports in Sydney.
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had any passports or any record of entry into Australia).
Police also found a box of 108 blister packs of contra-
ceptive pills from Thailand, condoms, several bottles of
broad spectrum antibiotic pills+, leases, bond receipts,
keys for other premises of interest, incoming passengar
cards, a photocopy of the Thai passport of another ille-
gal entrant and financial documents showing that Jessica
had banked $86,000 over twelve months.

In the shop of one of Jessica's brothers, police found five
more Thai passports. Three of them were the real pass-
ports for the three women who had re-entered Australia
after being deported. The passports did not contain any
Australian entry stamps and
it was later established that
the passports were posted
to Australia after the
women's arrest. The remain-
ing two passports were
photo substitutes and had
been used to enter Australia about two weeks earlier.
The holders of these passports were never found,
although it was later established that one of them was
among those detained at the Belfield Villa. Some of the
passports had airline tickets in them and all had plastic
covers from the same Thai travel agency.

ten pages long and very detailed however the brief was
never to be tested. The Commonwealth DPP formed the
view that the purpose of the conspiracy was to put prosti-
tutes onto the street in Sydney; not to defeat the Migration
Act. With one fell swoop, Sunny and Bok were cut out of
the prosecution and Jessica was left with the substantive
charges of possessing the false passport that she had deliv-
ered to the VlDC. Without the benefit of the vast amount of
circumstantial evidence in the conspiracy brief to prove
mens rea, this was a difficult charge to substantiate. She was
eventually committed for trial but the charges were later no-
billed. Bok was charged with being an illegal entrant (this

offence has since been
repealed) on the basis that on
his last known attempt to enter
Australia, he had been refused
entry at the airport because his
passport had some pages miss-
ing. It was not known how he

had managed to subsequently re-enter. Because of these
aggravating circumstances, the DPP decided to indict him
before the District Court where he pleaded guilty and was
sentenced to three months imprisonment. Bok may have
been the only person to ever be indicted on such a charge.
The three Thai women were convicted of the Migration
offence of false papers and received short terms of impris-
onment.

Thefacts sheet itself was ten pages
long and very detailed however the

brief was never to be tested.

Jessica, her brothers Sunny and Bok (who was also an ille-
gal immigrant) and the three "re-entry" women were
charged with one conspiracy to defeat the Migration Act.
That would normally have been the end of the investiga-
tion, but the evidence kept on flowing in.

Firstly customs at the international mail exchange inter-
cepted a large parcel from Singapore addressed to Sunny.
The parcel seemed to be a resupply package for the sex
trade. It contained a large quantity of women's underwear
and assorted "working « dresses, another 20 blister packs of
contraceptive pills, slimming tablets, snapshot photos of
young Thai woment and Thai documents of identity.

Shortly after this seizure another parcel was sent to Sunny
from Singapore. This time it was a DHL6 satchel. After sev-
eral unsuccessful attempts to deliver the satchel, DHL
opened it and found it contained another two Thai pass-
ports and handed it over to the AFP.This time the passports
were genuine and were for two of the women who had
been found at Jessica's flat. A controlled delivery was
attempted but by this time Sunny was cautious and took the
satchel directly to his solicitor who, to his credit, gave it to
the AFP.

Despite his caution over the satchel, Sunny continued to try
and facilitate the departure of the women who had been
detained by arranging their tickets and delivering passports
to them at the VIDe.

The prosecution.
The charges of conspiracy to defeat the Migration Act were
based on a brief that covered the events from the first
search at Belfield through to the final delivery of passports
and tickets to the VIDe. To do this, the facts sheet itself was

The operation continues
With the lessons of the Liu prosecution still fresh, the AFP
continued Operation Papertiger for the next three years
with objective of disrupting groups that imported women
through using false passports or other means of fraud.
There were some notable successes. A brothel operator
who had arranged false documentation to support the visa
applications of three women found in his brothel was con-
victed of conspiracy to defeat the Migration Act. In another
brothel where women were found working illegally, the
brothel operator was found in possession of their passports
which bore visa endorsements that clearly prohibited work.
'Iwo of the passports were in fact photo substitutes. He was
charged with harbouring illegal entrants and possessing
false passports. He successfully defended these charges but
was unable to talk his way out of the $15,000 bribe that he
had offered police. He was sentenced to six months jail and
the bribe money was forfeited under the Proceeds of Crime
Act.

By this stage, officers from the Australian Tax Office (ATO)
were routinely accompanying police and immigration on
the searches. One particular brothel manager made the mis-
take of keeping scrupulous records of the number of clients
each women had served over a twelve month period. From
a modest starr of two women at the beginning of the year to
a staff of eight by years end, the brothel had taken in
$1,000,000. Whilst the ATO were unable to disclose the
amounts of their assessments, one suspect told police that
he had received a tax assessment for $200,000.

By the end of the operation, the AFP had arrested and
charged about 80 people including ten principals.

4 A police surgeon advised that this type of medication could be used to counter many of the infections encountered in the sex industry.
5 These snapshots may have been used as "meet and greet" photos to identify new arrivals at the airport.
6 DHL- and international courier company spedalising in the fast delivery of documents.
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Immigration officers would have detained a similar number. accommodation in Sydney for between $15,000 and
Operation Papertiger had at times a serious effect on the $20,0007. Once in Sydney, the women would have to work
brothels that employed illegal entrants. Once a brothel was off the indenture at $80 per client before making any prof-
denuded of its illegal staff; it could take up to a month to it for themselves. They would also have to pay anything
replace them, seriously effecting cash flow. Repeated raids, from $30-$120 per week for lodgings. The organisers would
loss of staff, legal expenses and tax assessments were start- retain the women's real passports until the indenture was
ing to take their toll on many operators until Papertiger was paid off or until they were picked up by immigration. Many
discontinued in 1995. ,..:---------------------. women complained that they
There were several lessons Thefact was that the women were the were driven to and from the
learnt and polices developed commodity that the prostitution brothel by the organisers and
out of Operation Papertiger: d ' t t ,n:,' k d . l'k h not allowed outside when offsyn ICaes raJJu: e In, not un t e t e duty. Some even lived where

manner in which a drug syndicate they worked. Their only rest
would operate, days came during menstrua-

tion. Whilst the sexual health
outreach programs ensured that all city brothels were sup-
plied with an abundance of condoms, some women stated
that they were prevailed on to have unprotected sex from
time to time. Doctors from the outreach programs stated
that whilst the level of HN infection was never really deter-
mined, they often treated the women for other infections.
Very occasionally, one of the women would complain that
she had been recruited as a waitress or similar job and
forced into prostitution on arrival. Even these women
refused to become prosecution witnesses.

Arrest policy
As a matter of departmental
policy, immigration detainees
were not considered to be criminals and so fingerprints
were not used to identify them. Immigration therefore had
no way of identifying detainees other than by name. As long
as the name was changed, a repeat offender would never be
detected. This was clearly going to be a major problem in
anyon-going operation. There seemed little chance of dis-
rupting the criminal organisations that imported these
women if they could return within months of deportation.
The fact was that the women were the commodity that the
prostitution syndicates trafficked in, not unlike the manner
in which a drug syndicate would operate. The AFPtherefore
decided that, as a general policy, foreign nationals who had
entered on false passports or committed offences against
the Migration Actwould be arrested, charged and dealt with
by the courts rather than bring dealt with be immigration.
The problem of a court granting bail to sucb a person was
considered, but never arose. Tbe courts would not grant
bail to foreign nationals with no community ties who were
charged with offences where their true identity was an issue
and wbo faced eventual deportation. The penalties given
out by tbe courts in these cases were fairly minor, ranging
from months or days imprisonment to fines. As could be
expected, this policy met with criticism from some non-gov-
ernment organisations who believed the police were attack-
ing the victims rather than the organisers. The policy was
vindicated however, as none of those charged and finger-
printed ever tried to re-enter Australia.

The women.
All women arrested were interviewed where possible and a
library was kept of the audio and video tapes of the inter-
views. Furthermore, all arrest photographs were displayed
in the squad area along with all "meet and greet" pho-
tographs that had been seized. Tbis ensured that any repeat
offenders would be quickly identified by police. The princi-
pal objective of the interviews however, was not to gather
evidence against the women themselves but to try and get
them to become prosecution witnesses against the organis-
ers. Net one of the eighty or so who were charged were pre-
pared to become witnesses although almost all of them
were prepared to describe their terms and conditions of
employment. From these interviews, a grim picture
emerged. The women were usually recruited iri Bangkok
where they already worked as prostitutes. They would enter
into an informal bond with the organisers. The organisers
would arrange false papers, airline tickets, employment and

Tbai women in the dormotory of the Sydney brothel where they
worked. Photo courtesy APP.

The money trail
Clients were usually charged $80 per half hour. Each pros-
titute could average around 60 clients per week producing
a weekly gross of $4,800. In 1996, an academic source esti-
mated that there were 300 Asian prostitutes working in
Sydney at any given time. This would produce a cash flow
of around $l.4M per week. Many of the organisers and
those women who remitted money overseas usually did so
using telegraphic transfers. The intelligence analyst used
Austrac systems to identify many suspects, far more in fact
tban the operational unit could attend to.

Passports & documents
The photo substituted passports seized early in the opera-
tion were very crude with visible razor marks either around
the photographs or along the edge of the passport cover.
The quality of the passports steadily improved and towards
the end of the operation and two Singapore passports were
seized which had undetectable photo substitutions. That is,
the immigration forensic document examiner could not
find any visible trace of tampering. The subsnrunon was

7 By 1996 the contract figures had raised to between $35,000 and $40,000 according to a submission by the Scarlet Alliance,a
national forum for SexWorkersRightsOrganisations.
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Detailed evidence was presented in these prosecutions. For
example, while the existence of a brothel as such was not a

Searches proof in any of the charges laid, it was still of Significance in
Searches of the brothels in particular required detailed the overall story. Evidence would be given of the number of
planning. Timing was important and the searches were usu- rooms, their furnishings, the presence of condoms, lubri-
ally conducted on Friday or Saturday nights when the cants, towels etc from which the inference of a brothel
brothels were likely to have most staff on duty. The plan- could be drawn. Only once was such an inference chal-
ning of the search itself was ,....--------------------..., lenged and the challenge was
determined in the first instance There were instances of suspects unsuccessful. Organisers could
by which agency held the hiding in wardrobes, linen baskets, be linked to brothels by their
search warrant, that agency possession of door keys, evi-
then taking the lead role. Whilst on window ledges or in hides in the dence of advertisements they
immigration warrants were easy wall cavities. had placed in newspapers, by
to obtain as they were issued witnesses who saw them pay
within the department, they had a limited purpose and the rent or by the lease details. When questioning suspects
once that purpose was achieved, the search had to stop. in the field, immigration officers would normally complete
Experience showed that it was worth the effort of getting a a handwritten field report and these reports were often ten-
Crimes Act search warrant because it put the AFPin the lead dered as contemporaneous notes.
agency role and allowed for a more extensive search.
Immigration warrants were still taken so that secondary or
fresh targets could be searched if required.

It was found that immigration and tax officers should be
taken on every search to maximise the Commonwealth laws
brought to bear on the suspects. Such arrangements also
spread the cost of operations. The immigration officers had
a particularly useful capacity (0 run a name check through
the Migration Data Base at any hour. They also had access
to reliable interpreters who were prepared to work unusu-
al hours. The police arrest criteria would be used to deter-
mine which people were to be arrested by the AFP and
which were to be detained by immigration. Quite often the
number of people meeting that criterion would exceed the
AFP's capacity and the overflow would be taken up by immi-
gration.

Three basic objectives were used to plan the actual entry. A
secure perimeter, a covert approach and a rapid entry.
There were several instances of suspects trying to escape
once the police had arrived so a secure perimeter was vital.
While the approach to the premises was covert and some-
times an officer posed as a client to get the door open, once
the entry was made, officers had to be as clearly identifiable
and tabards were always used.

proved by comparing the photograph that accompanied the
visa application form with that found in the passport. The
paper trail created by the visa application was a useful tool.
Not only did these documents contain information regard-
ing the applicants intended address in Australia but an
examination of the similarities in handwriting and/or sup-
porting documents on the visa applications would often
produce evidence of an organised criminal enterprise. In
the case of Thai passports, it could take weeks for Thai
authorities to produce a photograph of the passport holder
whereas the Australian mission could, and at times did, fax
an application form and photograph to the investigating
police within 30 minutes. This was important as police only
had four hours to detain offenders for questioning.
Unfortunately, this particular avenue of enquiry will dimin-
ish as immigration moves to electronic visas.

In the process of securing the premises, efforts were made
to record where individuals were found. This had to be
done quickly because people would start to move when the
officers entered. Staff and clients were then put into sepa-
rate areas so that immigration could start identifying illegal
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workers. This was a priority task as the extent of the allega-
tions against the principals had to be known quickly.
Officers were also nominated to immediately start searching
office areas and to identify and question management. As
these searches were done on busy nights, there were often
a large number of clients who would be of little operational
interest. The clients would be asked to leave the premises
as soon as possible. The front doors were then locked (0

prevent any more clients from entering. Once the premises
were secured, the detailed search could begin. Searches
had to be very thorough as there were instances of suspects
hiding in wardrobes, linen baskets, on window ledges or in
hides in the wall cavities.

Evidence

The evidentiary sequence would often begin with the appli-
cations for visitors visas being made at an Australian Mission
and the original visa applications would be produced. It
would then flow to the arrival of suspects at an Australian
airport before moving to the search of premises. This sort
of flow was used in the prosecutions of several organisers
and of all the sex workers.

Legislation
Because of the DPP decision regarding the conspiracy
charges, police had to try and use specific charges under
the Migration Act and other legislation. It was clear that the
legislation was inadequate when it came to tackling groups
that imported women on false papers to work in debt
bondage and sometimes slave-like conditions. Specific
charges did not reflect the entire criminality of these
groups. The unwillingness of the women to become prose-
cution witnesses and indeed their general acceptance of
these conditions did not ameliorate these concerns. Some
non-government organisations argued that this was a
labour issue rather than a criminal one and could be solved
by issuing visas for prostitution. This view is not shared by
either the current or previous government and a proposal
for legislative change will soon be placed before the
Standing Committee of Attorneys General.

The initial reason for the legislative change came as a result
of a review by the Australian Law Reform Commission
(ALRC). The ALRC had reviewed "Criminal Admiralty
Jurisdiction and Prize" and had recommended that the 19th
century Imperial laws relating to slavery be replaced with
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more modern and concise Commonwealth statutory
offences. The ARLCreport made the interesting point that
"Until 1989, jurisdiction over the forfeiture of ships and
goods for slave trading was exercised by Colonial Courts
of Admiralty in Australia under imperial legislation". In
other words, until 1989 the law in Australia regarding slav-
ery came from such Acts as TheSlave TradeAct 1824 (UK).
Australia was also a party to two international treaties (in
1926 and 1956) concerning slavery but relied on the com-
bined effect of the Imperial Acts to discharge its obligations
under those treaties. With the abolition of the Colonial
Courts of Admiralty, our inherited slavery laws were, and
still are, in limbo.

The proposed new laws revolve
around the concept of recruit-
ing and or employing etc peo-
ple to engage in prostitution
under servile conditions. The
definition of servile conditions
includes, but is not limited to:
(i) where a person, employed to engage in prostitution, is not free

to terminate that employment, or is not free to terminate it
within a reasonable time;

(ii) where a person, employed to engage in prostitution, is not free
to decline to render sexual services to a particular person or
persons;

(iii) where the employer of a person employed to engage in prosti-
tution, may transfer the person's contract of employment to
another employer, without that person's consent;

(iu) where a person, employed to engage in prostitution, is not free,
without fear of retribution, to leave his or herplace of employ-
ment or residence according to his or her wishes or choosing;

(v) where a person's sexual services arepledged to another as secu-
rity for a debt and the value of those services, as reasonably
assessed, is not applied towards the liquidation of the debt or
the length and nature of the sexual services to be rendered are
not reasonably limited and defined;

(vi) where the payment which a person derives for being employed
to engage in prostitution is so unreasonable that the employ-
ment is in the nature of employment under servitude.

The proposed legislation includes a battery of auxiliary
offences, an element of "reckless disregard" and extra terri-
torial application including coverage of Australian citizens
overseas.
Notwithstanding that the AFPhas pointed out that the pro-
posed legislation would create resource demands similar to
those imposed by the Child Sex Tourism legislation, this
new slavery legislation has general supports. It was pro-
posed that these new laws be incorporated into the
Commonwealth Criminal Code which is scheduled for
enactment in 2000. However, having regard to the criminal
activities exposed through Operation Papertiger, the
Attorney General's Department is considering bringing the
enactment of the prostitution/servile conditions laws
forward to as early as this year.

be little more than a nuisance. Those women who were
detained were simply replaced or re-imported. This is not
to say that the immigration compliance units were incom-
petent. Far from it. There were many dedicated officers in
their ranks who knew something was wrong but could do
nothing about it. Their job was simply to ensure a basic
level of compliance with the Migration Act. It was not their
job to identify and enforce the array of Commonwealth laws
that had to be applied to the trafficking groups.

The Commonwealth Government' has a policy of having
departmental compliance units enforce many of its laws.

Social security compliance units
enforce the Social Security Act.
Immigration compliance units
enforce the Migration Act and so
on. The arrangements between
these departments and the AFP
are usually specified in
Memoranda of Understanding

which usually stipulate that when a department encounters
organised crime within its portfolio, it must report it to the
AFP.Operation Papertiger showed that there was a funda-
mental problem with this arrangement. Compliance officers
do not always have the expertise to identify organised crime
in the first place. Indeed it takes a while for an police officer
to gain a full appreciation of what we call criminal activity
indicators, It is not a skill learnt in the classroom. It also
takes a good deal of training and experience to know which
Commonwealth laws to apply to the problem. Finally, it takes
common law and statutory police powers to deal with it.

Operation Papertiger ceased in mid 1995 when the AFPwas
re-structured and all the (then) current operations were
reviewed. Since then, the brothels and other groups that
came to notice have continued to operate. Shortly after the
termination of Papertiger, Immigration searched a new
brothel in Sydney and found a 13 year old Thai girl. The
new brothel was larger than any previously encountered. In
July 1996, an Immigration report recommended that "Tbe
compliance priority attached to the organised entry of
prostitutes should be downgraded, given the problems
which exist in effectively prosecuting organisers and
brothel owners".

With the abolition of the Colonial
Courts of Admiralty, our inherited
slavery laws were, and still are,

in limbo,

Conclusion
Had the AFP not gone with Immigration to search the
Belfield villa in 1992, this operation would never have start-
ed. The prostitute trafficking groups were well established
by then and considered the occasional immigration raid to

Papertiger was run by a small team of detectives who did it
in addition to other investigations. There was never a team
dedicated to it exclusively. The AFP's resources have con-
tinued to shrink since then, especially in Sydney. The harsh
fact is that even investigations such as this are now failing to
survive the resources and priorities test. It is ironic that as
we stand on the verge of getting the workable legislation we
sought, we will longer have the resources to utilise it.

"Sowe beat on, boats against tbe current,
borne back ceaselessly into tbe past"

E Scott Pi ....
TheGreat:

8 The Scarlet Alliance submitted to the Attorney General that the proposed legislation was discriminatory towards the sex indluslry-<~~·~p~lg
women's sexuality is seen to need guarding - whether by possessive men or by well-mearung missionaries (religiOUS or
to confuse issues of slavery with issues of sexuality. Women and children should not be enslaved - not in brothels, not in
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